Brothers of the Academy Distinguished Lecture Series

The Office of Academic Affairs and the Department of Psychology Present:

Joseph L. White
Professor Emeritus of Psychology and Psychiatry at the University of California, Irvine

“The Psychology of African American Males”

“Endangered Species” and “Plight” are just two of the descriptions often used to refer to the status of African American males. Joe White will shed valuable insight on the thought processes and behavior of African American males and strategies for improving various life outcomes.

Joseph I. White is Professor Emeritus of Psychology and Psychiatry at the University of California, Irvine. He is the author of books, research papers, and articles for the popular media on Black psychology and child and parenting issues, including Black Man Emerging, Black Fathers, and The Psychology of Blacks, Second Edition, which he coauthored with Thomas A. Parham. His long history of involvement in issues affecting Black Americans includes the establishment of an Educational Opportunity Program, first at California State College at Long Beach and then, with the help of California legislator Willie Brown, at all nineteen California State College campuses in 1968. He is the recipient of the 1994 Citation of Achievement in Psychology and Community Service from President Bill Clinton.
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